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HEY GIRL HEY

IT'S SO NICE
TO MEET YOU
I’m Laura, the designer behind Obscurio & Co..
Based in sunny Brisbane, Australia, I create bold
brand identities infused with strategy. I bring obsessive
passion to every brand I work on, creating distinct and
memorable identities bolstered by an in-depth strategic
approach. I work with my clients to define their core
essence and then translate it into a brand with layered
visuals, adaptable assets and sh*tloads of personality.
I’m driven to create brand identities that not only
look amazing but celebrate the true soul of my
clients and work to attract their target audience.

I identify as a full-time plant enthusiast
and occasional plant murderer.

While designing, I’m probably listening to
a gory true crime episode.

My nerdy love of history and the paranormal
means I bloody love a ghost tour.

The way to my heart is through a strong
gin and tonic.

I’m a collector of curios and knick-knacks
alike- you’ll find my home adorned with
everything from skulls to lettuceware.

Moths are my good luck omen of choice,
the floof-ier the better

W H AT I ' M A B O U T

NEED A BRAND
THAT MATCHES
YOUR SOUL?
My bold approach and obsessive excitement for my clients
sees me create brands that stand out for all the right reasons.
If you’re in need of branding that reflects the soul of your business
(no matter how weird and wonderful), I’m the designer you need on
your side. I create identities that look great but more importantly
attract and resonate with your target market. I revel in the details
and take the time to understand your needs before working
on solutions doused in personality.

SERVICES

THE
BRAND
IDENTIT Y
EXPERIENCE
I want your brand to be the very best it can be. It should be
a true embodiment of YOU and where you’re wanting your
business to go. My process is guided by strategic thinking and
I avoid design trends like the plague. I’m not about “a quick
logo for a business card”; I create cohesive, ALL THE THINGS
identities that build recognition and are primed to grow with
your business for years to come. I’m driven by the needs of
my clients so you won’t see any one style in my portfolioI’m all about creating the brand that best helps you shine.
Whether you’re starting from scratch or in need of a refresh,
I’ve got you. We’ll work together to get your strategy sorted
and I’ll create visuals that encapsulate your business perfectly.
I’ll equip you with a flexible and cohesive brand identity
alongside all the digital, social media and print touchpoints
needed to launch your brand with impact and clarity.
Everything is taken care for you- your quirky,
unique brand is ready to go!

B R A N D I D E N T I T Y PA C K A G E I N C L U D E S :
•

 re-project Discovery Workbook to enable
P
brand analysis and exploration into your strategy

•

 rand strategy overview and moodboard of potential
B
brand identity direction

•

Development of 1 x logo concept and shortened submark or icon

•

 reation of appropriate brand icons, patterns, backgrounds and
C
supporting graphics for you to use going foward

•

Save out and file supply of commonly used logo formats

•

Style guide outlining consistent design elements

•

Full ownership/ copyright of all logotype and branding assets

•

Print-ready artwork for business cards (printing not included)

•

Email Signature (Simple JPG, not clickable)

•

Social media branding (profile picture + cover image)

•

Promo suite of social media images (6 unique images)

SOMETHING SPECIAL

CUSTOM PROJECTS
In need of more? These services are able to be added to your
brand identity package or can be booked as a standalone project.

PA C K A G I N G + P R I N T
+P
 roduct Packaging
Boxes, Labels, Mailers, Swingtags, Stickers, Catalogues,
Tissue and Wrapping Paper, POS
+S
 tationary Collateral
Business Cards, Thank You /With Compliments cards, Letterhead,
Invitations, Posters, Brochures, Gift Vouchers, Postcards

S O C I A L M E D I A + D I G I TA L
+S
 ocial Media Assets
Post and Story Design, Template design + Upload (Canva),
Instagram Highlight Icons, GIFs, Launch Sequence strategy
+M
 arketing Collateral
EDM Design, Ebook + PDF Design, Media Kit, Lookbooks,
Price Lists

WEBSITES
+ I specialise in Shopify website design for product based
businesses.
+ I draw on my network of web designers to recommend the perfect
collaborator for you to have your brand sing on platforms like
Wordpress and Squarespace.

NEED SOMETHING ELSE?
+T
 he needs of every business are unique! If you’re after
something not listed here, please contact me with a detailed
description so I can supply you with a custom quote.

THE DESIGN PROCESS
PHASE ONE

DISCOVER
We start the process with a discovery workbook.
This questionnaire sheds light on the nitty gritty
of your business and insures I know ALL the thingswhere you’re at, where you’re wanting to go and what
you’re struggling with. From here, we’ll work together to
collect inspiration, analyse competitors and interrogate
your target audience. Using these foundations,
I’ll build out your brand strategy and a
moodboard to drive your branding.

THE DESIGN PROCESS
P H AS E T WO

CREATE
With the direction approved, I’ll use the strategy
we developed and get designing. I deep dive into one
fantastic concept and develop logos and supporting
assets (think colour, typography, illustrations and
graphics) so you can see how it all comes together.
I combine these elements into an easy to understand,
comprehensive presentation that steps you through
the strategy and visual outcomes. Don’t worry,
you’ll f*cking love it.

THE DESIGN PROCESS
PHASE THREE

REFINE
I see my clients as collaborators and strive to
make every step of the process transparent and clear.
I take your design feedback and make any final tweaks
needed to make your brand shine. I’ll always provide
my honest opinion and take the standpoint of your
audience to ensure all of our hard work converts
and kicks goals.

THE DESIGN PROCESS
PHASE FOUR

LAUNCH
It’s go time- time to let your brand loose on the world!
I finalise your brand and any remaining collateral
before handing over all your files. These are always
accompanied by detailed info and guides so
you’re feeling empowered and confident
with your new brand.

ARE WE A MATCH
MADE IN HEAVEN?
A big part of embracing being different is knowing that you’re
not for everyone. My strategy-driven approach and bold style mean
I’m not the best collaborator for every business and that’s totally ok!
It just means that if you’re looking for a quirky designer that GETS you,
I’m the gin to your tonic.

I WO R K W E L L W I T H :

I STRUGGLE WITH:

•

 mbitious business owners who are always moving
A
forward and dreaming of the next big step (even if it’s scary).
You’re creative, appreciate aesthetics and understand that a
brand identity is more than slapping a logo on something.

•

•

 hose who are willing to commit time and effort to ensure an
T
amazing outcome. The brand identity process is not one sided
and requires your considered feedback for me to get the best result.

 tep by step instructions of exactly what you’re wanting me to design.
S
I design brands based on the specific needs and required outcomes
of every business so strategically, I may disagree with what you think
you need (and instead might suggest something that makes more
sense for where your business is at).

•

“ I’ve found something cool and Pinterest and want you to copy
it exactly”. Not only unethical (and illegal), working in this way
means your brand identity is unlikely to align with brand strategyI won’t do it! This is different to having things you like and references
of inspiration- this is an essential part of the design process.
Rather than copying, we take these resources, analyse the
reasons you like them and use those findings to create
something completely different that is 100% YOU.

•

 hose who are scared to let someone in on the nitty gritty
T
of their business. To create the best possible work, I need to know
your business inside out so I can create a solution that meets all of
its needs. This takes some time on your part and if you're not willing
to let me in, I'm not able to do my job fully.

•

 usinesses that have been up and running for awhile. While I work
B
with start-ups, I find if you’ve grown your business and understand
your product/service and target customer implicitly, you’ll get more
out of the design process and are less likely to pivot after investing.

•

 rust and an open mind. I’m able to create the best possible results
T
because my clients trust me and know I’m seeing things from the
perspective of a target audience. I’ve got my clients best interests
at heart and offer honest, unbiased opinions to ensure my work not
only looks great but directly contributes to the goals of your business.

FAQS
What's your background?
After completing my studies in fine art (printmaking, photography
and history), I found myself looking for something more. I found my
passion and studied design where my weird, oddball creative side
melded with strategy and logical outcomes and the rest is history.
After gaining experience in a range of roles (agencies, in-house,
sub-contracting for other designers), I felt ready to take on my
own clients and focused on serving businesses-owners who
were just like me- weird, bold and tenacious. It’s been a
long journey, but I finally know I’m in the right place.
How do I know we're a great fit?
If you identify as a weirdo, you’ll know you’re not everyone’s cup
of tea. The same rings true for business relationships- I totally
understand I’m not the designer everyone is hunting for BUT to
those who ‘get’ me, know I’ll put all my love, care and passion into
your brand. Your success is my success and nothing warms my heart
like seeing my clients reach their business goals and feel like their
design work is ‘them’.
A great brand identity is an investment so please note that
if you’re in the early stages, we may not be the best fit. I find that
working with businesses who know their customer and offering
inside out (and have done for a few years) gives me the best chance
of creating something they can grow with for years. ALWAYS feel
free to reach out if you’re just starting out- just know I want the
best for your business and if I feel you’re not ready for the
brand identity experience, I’ll let you know.
How soon can we get started?
I’m a one-woman show and tend to book out (at absolute minimum)
a few weeks in advance. I’m worth waiting for, honestly.
I’ll always be upfront with timelines and try to include buffer
time to ensure we can both make deadlines. If you’ve needing a
particularly tight turnaround, I’ll do what I can to make it happen
but rush fees may apply.

How long does the design process take?
Each project is different- if you have a deadline let me know
at the beginning of the process so I can confirm if the timeline is
achievable. When we start working together, I’ll send you a project
timeline so you have a clear guide of what’s happening and when I
will require input. Please note that I require feedback in the allotted
timeframe in order to keep to our schedule and any delays on
your part will delay the final outcome.
As a rough reference, a full brand identity takes between
six to ten weeks while smaller custom jobs are generally faster.
What are your payment terms?
A deposit of 50% is required prior to commencing your project
to hold a place in my schedule. The final 50% is due on project
completion, prior to receiving final design files and full copyright
ownership. For smaller or fast-turnaround jobs, full upfront
payment may be required. Local payments should be made
by direct deposit while international clients should contact
me directly to discuss the best payment solution.
What if I want to make changes or suggestions?
I want you to absolutely love your new branding or collateral
and allow for two rounds of revisions to each element throughout
the process. This does not apply to changes in scope or diversions
from the initial brief- any drastic revisions or major changes will
be charged at a pre-determined hourly rate. From experience,
my (very) thorough ‘one concept’ approach often leads to
zero revisions; having everything in situ, explained and
visualised together makes it easy to see how your
brand will translate in the real world.

What is the best way to contact you?
Obscurio and Co. is run as an online business so communication
by email is ideal- all correspondence is recorded for reference later
and I find it much easier to be clear and concise. If you need to
chat by phone or video call, please email me to schedule a time.
Thanks for understanding!
I know exactly what I want, I just need someone to make it.
Do you do that?
In short, not really. While all of my clients have some vague idea
of what they want included in a brand identity, it is my job to work
strategically and with the goals of the business in mind to produce
the best possible result. My clients trust my experience and know
I’ll do my best to incorporate and acknowledge their suggestions
while pushing design towards the best possible outcomes.
If you're looking to micromanage a project and have
me push around pixels, I'm not your girl.
I'm in! What do I do next to get things started?
HELL YEAH! Fill out my contact form in as much detail as
possible and I’ll get back to you within a few days. Alternatively,
feel free to email me at laura@obscurio.co if you’ve got a
particularly complex brief. After making sure we’re a great fit,
I’ll confirm timelines and send a contract through. On payment
of your deposit, you’re locked in my schedule and I’ll kick
off the process.

K I N D WO R DS

I've worked with a
number of designers
in my career and Laura
is the best by far.
We worked with her on a number of projects with
multiple stakeholders and an often extremely short
timeline. She took full ownership over every aspect
of the design, including coordinating with the printer.
During our time working together, Laura has
truly become an indispensable member of our team.
She is not only a gifted designer, but can help lead
brands and organisations in the right direction
with strategic decisions.

— J O D I E H I LT O N , U N C O M M O N S T O R E

Working with Laura was so easy and fun. She listened to my
ideas and we had open communication through every stage of
the branding process. She asked me questions I hadn’t considered
before and truly helped me visualise my business and brand identity
My business is only in the beginning stages and Laura set out to
create flexible branding that could be used for various applications,
now and in the future. I have been able to use my new branding
to elevate my online portfolio and social media profiles.
The design Laura created for me is not only beautiful and
professional, it successfully conveys the vision I have
for my photography business.
— L I B BY P E D D I E S O N , E L D E R F LOW E R E P H E M E R A

Building a new brand from scratch is not easy, particularly
when you are so close to the business you are trying to build it
can be really difficult to choose your direction and what you want
your brand to communicate. Laura helps cut through all this bullshit,
her no nonsense approach helped us make decisions on direction,
and then we ended up with a brand that we are really happy with.
Laura worked with us in house to help develop our brand, but also
develop some of our client brands as well - and was always
able to apply the right approach to each project to
ensure we got the right outcome.
— N I C K M A R D E N , S T R O N G D I G I TA L

The rebrand has been a HUGE hit. I've had A LOT of people reach
out about it... a few weeks in and I still get random emails or DMs
or Slack messages professing love for it. I'm getting higher quality
enquiries from bigger companies that place a higher value on copy.
One of the best investments I've ever made in my business.
My daily website views has increased (2-3x), and I think
it's because people just want to look at it all in detail.
— A M I W I L L I A M S O N , DA M N W R I T E

THANKS FOR SNOOPING

I can't wait
to discuss your project!
For more information or custom quoting,
shoot me an email:
laura@obscurio.co
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